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Abstract: Code reuse is a common activity in software development and is one of the main reasons for code clones. A code
clone is a part of the source code that is identical, or highly similar, to another part (clone) in terms of structure and
semantics. Various clone detection techniques and tools have been proposed over last few years. Code cloning is found to be
a more somber and serious problem in industrial software systems. A large number of clone detection tools are available and
in order to make use of the right tool for detection of clones very important. The aim of this study is to analyze various clone
detection tools. This study would help to decide which tool is best suitable for detection of code clones. We present the
background concepts of cloning, a generic clone detection process and a comparison of four clone detection tools.
Keywords: Clone detection, Code clone, Code Fragment, Dynamic pattern matching (DPM).
I. INTRODUCTION
Clone detection is an active research area since 1980’s and was used to find plagiarism in assignments of students. In
1990’s focus shifted towards finding code clone in software system development. Reusing code fragments by copying and
pasting with or without minor adaptation is a common activity in software development industry. Because of this software
systems often contain sections of code that are very similar, called code clones. In software programs, we can find different
kinds of replication or redundancy. Usually, this kind of replication in the code is called clone, different definitions and
taxonomy of code clones have been proposed in the literature [1]. The term “clone” also means “duplicate code”, it is an
example of bad smell, as defined by Fowler [2]. Clones are often the outcome of copy-paste actions. Such actions are very easy
and can considerably reduce programming effort and time as they reuse on hand piece of code rather than rewriting related code
from scratch. This practice is normal, especially in device drivers of operating systems where the algorithms are similar [3].
There are numerous other factors such as performance improvement and coding style because of which large software systems
may contain a significant proportion of duplicated code.
Code cloning is found to be a more somber and serious problem in industrial software systems [4, 5, and 6]. In presence of
clones, the normal operation of the system may not be affected, but if maintenance teams do not take measures to counter the
problem, further development may become prohibitively expensive. Clones are supposed to have a negative impact on
advancement and evolution [7]. Code clones may harmfully affect the system quality, especially their maintainability and
comprehensibility [8, 9]. Moreover, a great deal of cloning increases the system size and often indicate design problems such as
missing or omitted inheritance or missing procedural abstraction. Considering the huge amount of duplicated and redundant
code and its maintenance cost of large software systems, it is therefore, essential to detect code clones of large software systems
for performing the respective maintenance tasks (e.g., refactoring). Fortunately, there are vast research studies to find clones
automatically. However, attempts are being undertaken to identify clones [6, 10] and once identified, they can be removed by
source code refactoring.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing some clone terminology terms in Section 2, we provide a

general overview of the clone detection process in Section 3. We present the comparison of clone detection tools in Section 4. In
section 5 the conclusion of the paper is presented.
II. CLONE DETECTION TERMINOLOGY
We begin with a basic introduction to clone detection terminology.
A. Definition 1: Code Fragment. Any sequence of code lines is a code fragment (CF). It can be of any granularity, e.g.,
begin-end block, sequence of statements, or function definition. A CF is identified by its file name and begin-end line
numbers in the original code base and is denoted as a triple (CF.FileName, CF.BeginLine, CF.EndLine).
B. Definition 2: Code Clone. A code fragment CF2 is a clone of another code fragment CF1 if they are similar by some
given description of similarity, that is, f (CF1) = f (CF2) where f is the similarity function. Two code fragments that are
similar to each other form a clone pair (CF1; CF2), and when many code fragments are parallel or similar, they form a
clone class or clone group.
C. Definition 3: Clone Types. There are two main kinds of similarity between code fragments. Code fragments can be
similar based on their functionality similarity, or they can be similar based of their program text. In the following we
provide the types of clones based on both the textual (Types 1 to 3) [11] and functional (Type 4) [12] similarities:
»

Type-1: Identical code fragments except small variations in white space, layout, and comments.

»

Type-2: Syntactically identical code fragments except for variations in literals, identifiers, types, layout, comments and
whitespaces.

»

Type-3: These are copied fragments with additional modifications such as changed, added or removed statements, in
addition to variations in identifiers, literals, types, layout, comments and whitespaces.

»

Type-4: Two or more code fragments that perform the same computation but are implemented by different syntactic
variants.
III. CLONE DETECTION PROCESS

A clone detector should try to find pieces of code of high similarity in a software system’s source text or code. The main
problem here is that it is not known in advance which code fragments may be repeated. Thus the detector really should compare
each possible fragment with every other possible code fragment. In this section, an overall summary of the basic steps involved
in a clone detection process is provided.
The set of steps that a typical clone detector may follow in general (although not necessarily) are shown in figure 1. A short
description of each of the phases is provided in the following subsections.
A. Preprocessing
In this phase of clone detection process the source code is partitioned and comparison domain is determined. The three
main purpose of this phase are removing uninteresting parts, determining the source units and determining the comparison units.
All the source code that is not of any interest to the comparison phase is filtered out. The remaining source code portioned into a
set of disjoint fragments called source units. These units are involved in direct clone relations to each other. Depending on the
comparison technique used source units may need to be further partitioned into smaller units.
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Fig. 1. A generic view of Clone Detection Process

B. Transformation
Once the units of comparison are determined, the source code of the comparison units is transformed to an appropriate
intermediate representation for comparison. This transformation is called as extraction by reverse engineering community. Few
transformation techniques are extraction, tokenization, parsing, generating PDG, removal of comments, removal of white
spaces, normalizing identifiers, and pretty printing of source code.
C. Match Detection
The transformed code is then given input to a comparison unit where it is compared with each other to locate matches.
Often larger units are formed by joining adjacent similar comparison units. The output of match detection is a list of matches in
the transformed code which is represented or aggregated to form a set of candidate clone pairs. Each code clone pair is usually
represented as the source coordinates of each of the corresponding or matched fragments in the transformed code. Other popular
matching algorithms in addition to simple normalized text comparison used in clone detection include dynamic pattern
matching (DPM) [15], suffix-trees [13, 14] and hash value comparison [5, 6].
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D. Formatting
In this phase, the conversion of the clone pair list obtained with respect to the transformed code to a clone pair list obtained
with respect to the original code base is performed. After finding the location of the clone pair from the previous phase, it is
then converted into line numbers on the original source files.
E. Post-processing / Filtering
In this phase, code clones are filtered or ranked using manual analysis or automated heuristics. In manual analysis of clones
is done where human experts filter out false positive clones or spurious clones. Suitable format visualization of cloned source
can help speed up this manual filtering. While automated heuristics can be defined often based on diversity, frequency, length,
or other characteristics of clones in order to rank or filter out clone candidates automatically [13].
F. Aggregation
Some clone detection tools directly identify clone classes and most of tools return only clone pairs as the result. The clone
pairs should be aggregated to classes, clone groups, or clusters etc and there is no need to reduce amount of data.
IV. COMPARISON OF CLONE DETECTION TOOLS
There are many clone detection techniques and their corresponding tools, and therefore, a comparison of these tools is
worth in order to pick the right tool for a particular purpose of interest. In this we compare four clone detection tools. We
compare Bauhaus an abstract syntax tree based tool, two token based tools CP-Miner and CCFinderX, and PMD a string
matching based tool. In Table 1 we show the comparison of these tools based on various parameters. The parameters with which
the tools can be compared are known as clone detection challenges. Some of the parameters used for comparing the different
tools/techniques are listed below:
»

Portability: The tool should be portable in terms of multiple dialects and languages. A clone detection tool must be
portable and easily configurable for different types of dialects and languages to tackle the syntactic variations of those
languages.

»

Precision: The tool should be good enough so that it detect less number of false positives i.e., the tool should find
duplicated code with higher precision.

»

Recall: The tool should be capable of locating and finding most (or even all) of the clones of a system of interest.

»

Scalability: As duplication is the most problematic in complex systems, the tool should be able to find clones from
large code bases with efficient use of memory.

»

Robustness: A good tool should be robust in terms of the different editing activities that might be applied on the
copied fragment so that it can detect different types of clones with higher precision and recall.
TABLE 1
Comparison of Clone Detection Tools
Tools

Bauhaus

CP-Miner

PMD

CCFinderX

Techniques

AST

Token-Based

String Matching

Token-Based

Functionality

Looks for portions of
identical code, variations in
variable names, identifiers
and portions of identical
code with added or removed
statements.
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Detect bigger clones
Can detect
Finds occasionally real Effective use of multi
Detect Type 1 and Type 2
modification in copy
defects
core CPU
clones
pasted statements Fast Finds bad practices
Fast detection of clones
detection of clones
Finds larger number of
clones

Weakness

Detects lesser clones from a
software system

Supporting
Language

C, C++, C#, Java, Ada

Incorrectly matching
copy pasted code
segments
C, C++, Java

Detect Clone
Types

Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3
clones

Portability

Slow duplicate code
detector

Find only fewer clones

Java, C, C++, JSP,
PHP, Ruby

C/C++, Java, COBOL,
VB, C#

Type 1 and Type2
clones

Type 1 and Type 2
clones

Type 1 and Type 2
Clones

Portable with many
languages and dialects

Limited portability

Can work with many
programming
languages

Scalability

Can handle medium size
software systems

Highly Scalable

Finds duplicate code in
large code bases

Available for windows
and Unix platforms and
can support many
languages
Limited scalability

Robustness

Finds three types of clones
therefore this tool is highly
robust

Limited Robustness

This tool is not robust
in finding all types of
clones

Finds only two types of
clones, thus is not very
much robust

In table 1, all the tools exploit different detection technique and therefore provide different results. Though all the tools
have almost same functionality but they differ in various other attributes. From table 1 we find that only the AST-based tool
Bauhaus can identify Type 3 clone while as the rest of the tools can only find Type 1 and Type 2 clones. Bauhaus bigger but
less number of clones while as PMD can find small but larger number of clones. CP-Miner and CCFinderX are fast in clone
detection. All the tools support various programming languages presently used in software industry, thus all are at the same
level in terms of portability. Bellon et al. conducted an experiment using six clone detection tools and found that tools behave
complementary in terms of precision and recall [11]. A complete comparison of the tools is presented in table 1. From the table
it can be concluded that all the tools have their possible advantages and disadvantages and no tool is dominating the other.
V. CONCLUSION
Clone detection is an active research area and work has been carried out on a larger scale in detection and removal of clones
from software. In this paper, we have focused on clone detection tools; a brief but complete survey is presented. Although an
independent comparison study is not available for the recent tools, it is commonly agreed that no tool excel others. All
approaches have their distinct advantages and drawbacks and further improvement or more hybrid approach is required for
overcoming the limitations of the tools while preserving the strengths. We hope that this study may help people associated with
clone detection in understanding the range of available tools and selection of tools most appropriate for their needs.
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